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In this paper, the effect of the wall roughness on the water behavior related to the PEMFCs gas channel is
investigated by the two-phase flow simulation. And, the different wetting conditions of the wall surface
are considered, i.e. hydrophilic surface and hydrophobic surface. The relative roughness height and the
roughness element density as well as the roughness element type are also considered in the study. And
the results show: (1) for hydrophilic surface, water behavior for smooth case is different from the rough-
ness cases, due to the effect of roughness on the water slug morphology even for r/H = 0.2% roughness.
(2) r/H = 0.2% is positive for water removal and will not lead to the high pressure drop for hydrophilic
surface, (3) r/H = 5% is advantageous for water removal for hydrophilic surface but disadvantageous for
icro-channel

oughness
OF
ontact angle
imulation
EMFC

hydrophobic case, and the pressure drop greatly increases for both cases, (4) for hydrophobic surface,
roughness of r/H = 1% and r/H = 2% slow down the water removal speed, but will not affect the amount
of the removable water, (5) there is nearly no effect for r/H = 0.2% for hydrophobic case, (6) for both
conditions, the average pressure drop obviously increases when r/H ≥ 2%. (7) Increase of the roughness
element can help water removal for hydrophilic case but no obvious function for hydrophobic surface.

s elem
(8) The triangle roughnes

. Introduction

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are regarded as
he most promising energy conversion systems for future automo-
iles and stationary applications, and water management is the key

ssue in PEMFCs, which is a significant technical challenge. Liquid
ater transport in PEMFCs occurs as follows: (1) Water is produced

n cathode catalyst layer, and liquid water transports within the
as diffusion layer (GDL) by capillary-driven flow. (2) Liquid water
roplets appear on the GDL/gas channel interface and are removed
y the gas shearing function [1–4]. (3) Liquid water travels in the
as channel with interaction with channel walls [5,6].

Due to the importance and the complexity of water transport
ehavior in PEMFCs, which is also difficult to observe or measure
y the experiment. Many models have been developed for simulat-

ng the liquid water transport in PEMFCs. Those models are based
n the different theory and assumption in flow dynamics. One of

he most commonly used model is the multiphase mixture model,
hich consider the liquid and the gas as mixture [7–10] simply

nd calculation cost effectively. In the recent works, the two-fluid
odel has obtained more attention for its convenience of consid-
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ent is better than rectangle element with the same height.
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ering the liquid phase and gas phase separately, so it can describe
more phenomenons in two-phase flow [11–13]. However, both the
multiphase mixture model and the two-fluid model cannot involve
the effect of the gas channel wall properties such as contact angle.
Then, VOF (volume of fluid) model is applied into the simulation of
liquid behavior in PEMFCs. The application of VOF model in PEM-
FCs simulation is concentrated on the two kinds of phenomena,
one is the effect of gas channel contact angle on liquid removal
in gas channel [14–17], the other is about the detachment behav-
ior of a droplet on the GDL surface [18–21]. For the gas channel
walls, the contact angle determines the channel wall is hydrophilic
or hydrophobic, and then determines the shape and form of liquid
water slug when it contacts with the gas channel walls. However,
there is also another important factor for the gas channels, i.e. wall
roughness, which may affect the flow resistance. And, there is no
relevant work to consider the effect of the gas channel roughness
on the liquid water removal now. But actually, at the micro-scale
level, it is impossible to obtain a completely smooth wall sur-
face. According to the traditional knowledge for macro-systems,
when the relative roughness is less than 5%, its effect on the fric-

tion factor is negligible. But for micro-scale channels, previously
reported experimental and computational results have drawn a
conclusion that surface roughness has a significant influence on
flow and heat transfer [22–25]. For example, the experiment by
Kandlikar et al. [22] indicated that for a 0.62 mm tube with relative

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:yamazaki.y.af@m.titech.ac.jp
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.09.052
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ment, high s means low numbers of roughness elements, and the
relative roughness height is defined by the ratio between r and H.

Water flow in the gas channel is a dynamic process, so the
simulation should be performed in the unsteady state, and the
562 G. He et al. / Journal of Pow

oughness of 0.355%, the effect of roughness on the friction factor
nd heat transfer was significant. Mala and Li [26] observed that for
ough channels with diameters ranging from 50 to 254 �m (rela-
ive roughness height 0.7–3.5%), the pressure gradient was higher
han that predicted by the classical theory and the friction factor
ncreased when the Re number was increased. In addition, an early
ransition from laminar to turbulent flow occurred at the Reynolds
umber less than 2300. They concluded that these phenomena can
e well explained due to the surface roughness effects. While E.
iulli [27] developed an equivalent smooth model for the micro-
ystem for the seal application.

However, nearly all of the references are concentrated on the
ingle phase behavior, but for the two-phase flow in micro-scale
hannels, there is no relevant research. In this paper, we try to con-
ider the effect of the gas channel wall roughness on the water
ehavior, and make insight into the water flow in the channel, then
ay provide some guidelines for the operation of the PEMFCs and

he manufacture of the gas channels.

. Simulation methods and procedures

.1. VOF model for simulation

In this study, a VOF (volume of fluid) model is used to simulate
he liquid water behavior in the gas channel. The VOF formulation
elies on the fact that two-phase fluids are not interpenetrating
nd a phase indicator function of the kth phase ˛k(t, r) based on the
olume fraction, which marks the kth phase fluid position when
he fluid moves through the fixed mesh, is tracked. ˛k(t, r) is the
unction of time, t, and space, r, defined as the ratio of the volume
f the kth phase in the computational cell to the volume of the
omputational cell. The function ˛k(t, r) is evaluated on the discrete
rid as a volume average, for computational cell i, as follows:

k,i = 1
Vi

∫
˛k(t, r) dVi (1)

here if ˛k = 1, it means the computational cell full of the kth phase,
k = 0 means the computational cell void of the kth phase, 0 < ˛k < 1
eans the computational cell partially full of the kth phase and

ontaining the gas–liquid interface. The tracking of the phase indi-
ator function ˛k and the identification of the location and shape
f the interface between the gas–liquid phases are accomplished
y solving the volume fraction continuity equation for each phase,
xpressed as:

∂˛k

∂t
+ uj

∂˛k

∂xi
= 0 (2)

And the sum of the all phases’ volume fraction equals unity:

˛k = 1 (3)

Eqs. (2) and (3) are the governing equation of volume fraction,
lso, in VOF model, a set of the equations including the continuity
quation and the Navier–Stokes momentum equation are used to
escribe all fluids in the motion of the unsteady, viscous, immiscible
wo-phase flow system, which can be expressed as:

∂�

∂t
+ ∇ · (�u) = 0 (4)
And momentum equation:

∂(�u)
∂t

+ ∇ · (�uu) = −∇p + ∇ · [�(∇u + ∇uT )] + �g + F (5)
Fig. 1. Schematic view of the roughness elements.

where F is the force source term due to surface tension and wall
adhesion:

F = 2�kk
�∇˛k∑

�k
, Fvol =

∑
pairs ij,i<j

�ij
˛i�i�j∇˛j + ˛j�j�i∇˛i

(1/2)(�i + �j)
(6)

where kk is computed from local gradients in the surface normal at
the interface:

kk = ∇ ·
(

n

|n|
)

, n = ∇˛k (7)

The properties (�,�) used in the above equations (Eqs. (4) and
(5)) are the volume averaged density and dynamic viscosity, which
are expressed as follows:

� =
∑

˛k�k (8)

� =
∑

˛k�k (9)

Here, for the case of liquid water moves in the gas channel in
this paper, there are two phases, i.e. gas phase and liquid phase, the
pressure difference in the two phases on either side of the interface
can be expressed by Laplace’s formula:

PL − PG = �kk (10)

2.2. Geometry model and the initial conditions for the unsteady
simulation

The roughness elements on the gas channel wall are regarded
as the rectangle ribs as shown in Fig. 1. And H, L, s, w, and r, are the
height of the channel, length of the rough area, distance between
the two adjacent roughness element center, width of the roughness
element and height of the roughness element, respectively. So, the
ratio between s and H represents the density of the roughness ele-
Fig. 2. Initial condition for the unsteady simulation.
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Fig. 3. Local grid for the roughness element.

nitial condition should be specified. Fig. 2 shows the initial con-
ition of the simulation. The liquid water is initially a water film
0.5 mm × 0.1 mm) on the smooth surface, and flow to the rough
rea driven by the gas until the removable water fully flows out.
he initial inlet velocity is 8 m s−1, which is suitable for the prac-
ical small fuel cells. For all the cases, the contact angle is 90◦ in
he smooth area, and the shape of the water film is consistent with
he contact angle, so the same liquid volume is obtained for all the
ases, which is the base for the comparison of results for different
ough cases.

.3. Discretization and solution method

The fluids are assumed to be incompressible and isothermal
nd to have constant fluid properties. The finite volume method
s used to discretize the transport equation. There are totally about
4,000 non-uniform grids in the domain, as shown in Fig. 3. Many
ethods are used to improve the accuracy and convergence of the
OF solution. The quick differencing scheme is used for solving

he momentum equation to minimize numerical diffusion and the
rst-order explicit time marching scheme is used for solving the
nsteady formulation. The interface between gas and liquid are
econstructed using piecewise linear interface calculation (PLIC)
roposed by Young. To improve a rapid convergence rate with-
ut any significant loss of accuracy, the pressure-implicit with
plitting of operators (PISO) pressure–velocity coupling scheme,
hich is based on the higher degree of the approximate relation

etween the corrections for pressure and velocity, is used for the

ressure–velocity scheme. The time step size is 2e−7s, maximal

terations per time step is 200, and the converge criterion for all
he variables are 1e−6. And the simulation is performed in Fluent®

oftware of Ansys company.

able 1
ifferent cases for simulation.

Case L (mm) H (mm) r (%H)

1 1.05 1 0
2 1.05 1 0.2
3 1.05 1 1.0
4 1.05 1 2.0
5 1.05 1 5.0
6 (Tri) 1.05 1 2.0
rces 195 (2010) 1561–1568 1563

2.4. Validity of grid independence and time step independence

For the unsteady simulation, grid size and time step size can
both affect the results. So the independence of these two variables
are checked. Calculation for 1.5 times grid numbers and 2 times
grid numbers as well as different time step size (1e−7s and 3e−7s)
are all done, and no obvious difference is observed. So, we think it
has the grid independence and time step independence.

3. Results and discussions

The simulation for different relative roughness and contact
angle of the channel wall, as well as the different roughness
elements are simulated (Table 1). And the conditions for the simu-
lation are listed in the following:

3.1. The effect of roughness on water removal for different surface
condition

In the application of PEMFCs, the water contact angle of the gas
channels is also an important factor, and the contact angle can affect
the flow behavior of the liquid water, so in the investigation of the
effect of the water roughness on the water removal, the contact
angle is also in consideration, and the research is performed with
different contact angle condition, i.e. hydrophilic condition (30◦ and
60◦) and hydrophobic condition (120◦ and 150◦). And the results are
discussed for the different wetting condition separately.

In the evaluation of the water removal, two variables are essen-
tial, i.e. the flow rate and the water accumulation ratio. The fast flow
rate for water removal and the low water accumulation ratio are
pursued for the design of the gas channel. The water accumulation
ratio is defined as follows:

r = Vr

Vinit

which, the Vr is the water remained in the gas channel and Vinit
is the initial water volume in the gas channel or the water pro-
duced by the electrochemical reactions, so the water accumulation
ratio represents the water removal efficiency. In this paper, these
parameters are mainly investigated for different roughness cases
and hydrophilic/(hydrophobic) cases.

3.1.1. The effect of relative roughness on the water removal for
hydrophilic surface

Figs. 4 and 5 show the water mass flow rate at the outlet for the
different roughness cases, in which the relative roughness height
ranges from 0% to 5% with the contact angle of the surface being
30◦ and 60◦, respectively. It can be seen that the time for the
water beginning to flow out are different for the different rela-
tive roughness, and the time sequence for different roughness is
0% < 0.2% < 1% < 2% < 5%, that means the roughness really have effect

on the water behavior, and the existence of the roughness height
slow down the water flow speed, even though the roughness height
is as small as 0.2%. It can be seen also that the motion of the water
in the gas channel for the different roughness height is different.
Firstly, for all the cases, there is a maximum peak of the flow rate,

s (%H) Contact angle w (s%)

10 30◦ , 60◦ , 120◦ , 150◦ 50
10 30◦ , 60◦ , 120◦ , 150◦ 50
10 30◦ , 60◦ , 120◦ , 150◦ 50
5, 10, 20 30◦ , 60◦ , 120◦ , 150◦ 50
10 30◦ , 60◦ , 120◦ , 150◦ 50
10 30◦ , 150◦ 50
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Fig. 6. Water distribution for smooth case at t = 2e−4s.
ig. 4. Water flow rate at outlet for different relative roughness height of 30◦ .

hich means the water flows out in the form of nearly droplet, so
ost of the water is removed in very short time, that is the common

oint. But secondly, for the no roughness case, the flow rate curve
ersus time is like a parabola, while the curves for other roughness
re composed of more than one parabola especially for the 5% case,
here are nearly four parabolas. That means the flow pattern for the
ater removal is different. It is more likely that water flows out in

he continuous way for the no roughness case, but the liquid slug
hanges to more than one part for the roughness cases. To demon-
trate this, the water distribution for the different cases at the same
ime are shown in Figs. 6–8, for 0 and 0.2%, 2% cases at t = 2e−4s,
espectively. It is obvious that the liquid water flow morphology
s different, and the liquid water in the rough gas channel is more
ikely be separated into a few water slugs. So, in this way, we can
ee that the roughness has effect on the water flow by affecting the
iquid water slug morphology, while the roughness relative height
eaches 5%, the water behavior for removal is totally different from
he low roughness relative height occasions.

The effect of the roughness relative height on the water flow
ate at outlet is mainly investigated above. And, the water accumu-
ation ratio in the gas channel is also very important for evaluating
he performance of water removal. Figs. 9 and 10 show the water
ccumulation ratio with the flow time for the contact angle of 30◦
nd 60◦ separately. It can be seen that the final water accumula-
ion ratio are different for the different cases, which means that
he roughness not only has effect on the water flow rate at out-
et but also affect the water accumulation in the gas channel. And

ig. 5. Water flow rate at outlet for different relative roughness height of 60◦ .
Fig. 7. Water distribution for r/H = 0.2% case at t = 2e−4s.

Figs. 9 and 10 clearly show that the final water accumulation ratio
for the 0.2% and 5% cases are nearly the same, which are lower than

that of smooth case, and water accumulation ratio for the 1% and 2%
cases are also nearly the same, which are high than that of smooth
case. Due to the conclusion that the roughness has effect on the
water flow out pattern, i.e., the water removes in the continuous
way for the smooth case but flows out in the separated way for the

Fig. 8. Water distribution for r/H = 2% case at t = 2e−4s.
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Fig. 11. Water flow rate at outlet for different relative roughness height of 120◦ .

ig. 9. Water accumulation ratio for different relative roughness height of 30◦ .

ough cases. So, the fact that final water accumulation ratio for 0.2%
nd 5% cases are low than smooth case means the suitable rough-
ess can also improve the water removal for its effect on the water
ow out pattern. Also, according to the results in Figs. 9 and 10, we
an see that the 0.2% and 5% case have positive effect on the liquid
ater removal. But for the 1% and 2% cases, the effect is negative in

he view of water accumulation ratio. Which may be caused by the
act that there are two functions for the effect of roughness on the
ater removal, the first function is hindering the removal of the
uid, and the second function is affecting the water slug morphol-
gy due to its unsmooth surface. And these two functions have the
pposite effect on the water removal. The final result is determined
y the dominant one.

.1.2. The effect of relative roughness on the water removal for
ydrophobic surface

Figs. 11 and 12 show the water flow rate at outlet for the dif-
erent roughness height for the contact angle of 120◦ and 150◦

hydrophobic case), respectively. As shown in Figs. 11 and 12, the
ater flow rate curve with time for the hydrophobic smooth case

s different from the hydrophilic smooth case, which includes two
arabolas means the water is not removed in the continuous way,

nd this is due to the effect of the hydrophobic surface tension,
hich makes the liquid water is in the form of droplet, so the liquid
ater flow out by the different droplet. It also can be seen that the
ow rate for the 5% case is different from the other cases, which

s caused by the effect of the roughness height, i.e. the roughness

ig. 10. Water accumulation ratio for different relative roughness height of 60◦ .
Fig. 12. Water flow rate at outlet for different relative roughness height of 150◦ .

height greatly hinders the flow of the liquid and affects the water
droplet morphology.

Figs. 13 and 14 show the water accumulation ratio for different
◦ ◦
relative roughness height for the contact angle of 120 and 150 ,

respectively. It can be seen that the final accumulation ratio for
the smooth case, 0.2%, 1%, and 2% are nearly the same, which is
smaller than that of 5% case. That means the effect of the roughness
height on the water droplet morphology is limited for hydropho-

Fig. 13. Water accumulation ratio for different relative roughness height of 120◦ .
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ig. 14. Water accumulation ratio for different relative roughness height of 150◦ .

ic case for the liquid water is already in the form of droplet
ue to the surface tension. Although the same final accumula-
ion ratio, the time cost for the water removal (from beginning to
he constant accumulation ratio) are different for different rough-
ess height, and the time for the 0, and 0.2% case are nearly same,
hich means the effect of 0.2% roughness height can be neglected,

ut for relative roughness height larger than 1%, the effect is very
otable, and should be considered. So, the small roughness (1%, 2%)
an slow down the water removal speed, but will not affect the
mount of the removable water, but when the roughness reaches
%, the accumulation ratio and removal speed are both be affected
egatively.

.2. The effect of roughness on the pressure drop

Pressure drop during the flow is also an important parameter
or evaluate the performance of the gas channel, which indicates
he flow resistance, and low flow resistance is the aim of the flow
n the gas channel. However, in the present study, the simulation is
erformed in the unsteady state for investigating the liquid water

ehavior, so the time average pressure drop from the beginning
ime to the time when the liquid flows out the gas channel (when
he water flow rate is zero, and the accumulation ratio retains con-
tant) is chosen as the representative of the flow resistance. Fig. 15

ig. 15. Average pressure drop for the hydrophilic cases for different roughness
eight.
Fig. 16. Average pressure drop for the hydrophobic cases for different roughness
height.

shows the average pressure drop for different cases for the 30◦ and
60◦. It can be seen that the average pressure drop increases with
increase of the relative roughness height, especially for the relative
roughness height is larger than 1%. When the relative roughness
reaches 5%, the pressure drop is largely increased. The pressure
drop also increases with the contact angle increases.

Fig. 16 shows the average pressure drop for the hydropho-
bic case. Also, it is obvious that the pressure drop increases with
the increase of the roughness height when the relative roughness
height is greater than 1%. When the relative roughness reaches 5%,
the pressure drop is largely increased. But only small changes can
be observed between the different contact angles. So, in the view
of the pressure drop, roughness greater than 1% can increase the
flow resistance.

3.3. The effect of the roughness density (numbers of the
roughness element) on the water removal

In evaluation of the roughness, there is another very important
parameter except for the roughness height, that is roughness den-
sity (which is the numbers of the roughness elements in the same
area), and high roughness density means more roughness elements,
while low roughness density means less roughness elements. And
the numbers of the roughness element is measured by the ratio
between s and H (channel height).

In this paper, the effect of the numbers of roughness on the
water flow is also investigated. Figs. 17 and 18 show the water
accumulation ratio with the flow time for the 2% case for three dif-
ferent numbers of roughness elements, i.e. 5%, 10% (base case) and
20% for the hydrophilic case (30◦) and hydrophobic case (150◦). It
can be seen that the water accumulation ratio decreases with the
increase of the roughness element for the hydrophilic case, but only
slight changes for the hydrophobic case. To see insight of this phe-
nomenon, the water distribution for s = 5%H and s = 20%H for the
30◦ case are shown in Figs. 19 and 20, respectively at t = 3.2e−4s.
It is obvious that it is difficult to wet the roughness element with
increase of the roughness element numbers, i.e. with decrease of
the roughness element size for the hydrophilic case, the difficulty
for wetting increases, so it hinders the liquid water to flood every

element fully, so the water accumulation ratio decreases. As for the
hydrophobic case, the contact angle is 150◦ already, and the water
cannot wet the surface even if without roughness element, so the
effect of the numbers of roughness element is very limited.
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Fig. 17. Water accumulation ratio for different roughness density of 30◦ and r/H = 2%
case.

F
r

3
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F

Fig. 20. Water distribution for s/H = 20%, and r/H = 2% case of 150◦ at t = 3.2e−4s.
ig. 18. Water accumulation ratio for different roughness density of 150◦ and
/H = 2% case.
.4. The effect of the roughness element type

In the actual manufacture of the surface, the roughness ele-
ent type is not certain, it maybe rectangle type, triangle type

r other types. To investigate the difference of the water removal

ig. 19. Water distribution for s/H = 20%, and r/H = 2% case of 30◦ at t = 3.2e−4s.
Fig. 21. Grid for triangle roughness element.
for different roughness element type, the water behavior for the
gas channel wall with triangle roughness element is also simu-
lated. Fig. 21 shows the grid for the triangle roughness element.
Figs. 22 and 23 show the water accumulation ratio and average

Fig. 22. Accumulation ratio for triangle roughness element.
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Fig. 23. Average pressure drop for different roughness element type.

ressure drop for r/H = 2% of hydrophilic case (30◦) and hydropho-
ic case (150◦), respectively. It can be seen obviously that the final
ccumulation ratio of triangle roughness element type is less than
hat of rectangle type case both for hydrophilic case and hydropho-
ic case in Fig. 22. That means the triangle roughness element is
etter than rectangle roughness element with the same height for

ess water accumulation. Besides, Fig. 23 shows that the average
ressure drop for the triangle roughness element is also less than
hat of rectangle roughness element. So, we can see that the trian-
le roughness element is better than rectangle roughness element
ith the same height both for water accumulation and for pressure
rop.

. Conclusions

In this paper, the simulation with VOF model is performed
o investigate the effect of the roughness on the water behavior
elated to the PEMFCs gas channel. And, the different wetting condi-
ions of the wall surface are considered, i.e. hydrophilic surface and
ydrophobic surface. The relative roughness height with 0, 0.2%, 1%,
% and 5%, are investigated for both wetting conditions. The con-
act angles for the hydrophilic surface are 30◦ and 60◦, while 120◦

nd 150◦ for hydrophobic surface. The effect of the roughness ele-
ent density and the roughness element type are also considered

n the study. The water flow rate at outlet, the water accumulation
atio, and the average pressure drop are mainly investigated for the
ifferent conditions. And the results show:
1) For hydrophilic surface, water behavior for smooth case is dif-
ferent from the roughness cases, due to the effect of roughness
on the water slug morphology even for r/H = 0.2% roughness.

2) For hydrophilic surface, r/H = 0.2% is positive for water removal
and will not lead to the high pressure drop.

[
[
[

rces 195 (2010) 1561–1568

(3) r/H = 5% is advantageous for water removal for hydrophilic
surface, but disadvantageous for hydrophobic case, and the
pressure drop greatly increases for both cases.

(4) For hydrophobic surface, roughness of 1% and 2% slow down
the water removal speed, but will not affect the amount of the
removable water.

(5) There is nearly no effect for r/H = 0.2% for hydrophobic case.
(6) For both conditions, the average pressure drop obviously

increases when r/H ≥ 2%.
(7) Increase of the roughness element can help water removal for

hydrophilic case but no obvious function for hydrophobic sur-
face.

(8) The triangle roughness element is better than rectangle ele-
ment with the same height.
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